
Chapter 7

Four Worries on Science Fiction Contexts 
(1970–1975)

Is the Publisher Always Right?

Note 2020: The following correspondence with my original 1973 comment was printed 
in SFWA (The Science Fiction Writers’ Association) Bulletin no. 51–52 (1974), hence 
the reference in the final comment. I would today be much less naive than in the 
early 1970s, the fag-end of the Welfare State. I would notice, for example, that the 
Canadian federal government’s Misleading Advertising Division – maybe it should 
be called “Misleading the Consumers Division?” – hurriedly issued in May 1971 (by 
coincidence???, after I wrote two letters to them …) a new “ bulletin” on Misleading 
Advertising, see page 6 below. This intra-office piece of writing, to my knowledge 
NOT a legal instrument, says in fell bureaucratese “given limited staff, we can decide 
which cases to prosecute and which not.” Then it reveals their astounding failure to 
do much, since out of 4,000 complaints in two years they actually investigated 150, 
that is 3.75 percent. If I’m to judge from my case, in the meantime they procrastinate 
and even use a gentle form of intimidation (“Would you appear in court?”) – and 
when an obnoxious intellectual doesn’t give up, concoct a new self-made document 
to clarify that they don’t have to do more. This is not meant to blame a particular 
office, which was probably already truly starved of staff, and may have rightly felt 
that paying 4–5$, even multiplied by ca. 100 members of my class, is less important 
than a car costing then say 5,000$ each. But it does seem that the whole Consumer 
Protection ploy was just a tool in the arsenal of repressive tolerance. My conclusion: or-
ganize into larger groups!

By the way, I never heard a peep in response from a single SFWA member …
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Introduction

The following is a true to life, verbatim transcript of the correspondence 
I had with the Canadian Ministry or Department of Consumer Affairs 
from 1970 to 1972 about the Airmont (McGraw-Hill Ryerson) edition 
of Jules Verne’s From the Earth to the Moon, which was one of the books 
for my course on SF, selected in preference to the Dover edition because 
it was cheaper. Should the publishers or anybody else be interested in 
further details – such as the names of my class members who signed the 
original complaint – I possess the full documentation. Since I have nei-
ther the pen of a Shaw nor that of a Kafka to do full justice to this ma-
terial, I will content myself with a brief postscript, and otherwise leave 
the reader to draw his own moral from the documents.

TO: The Department for Consumer Affairs
1441 St. Urbain St.
Montréal, QC
 [The date is alas missing but I assume it was in early months of 
1970. – DS]

Gentlemen,
Enclosed is a letter from my class complaining about the cuts in a soi-

disant “complete and unabridged” edition of Jules Verne’s From the Earth 
to the Moon (De la Terre la Lune) in English. I have not checked all the data 
my class compiled, but I have checked a sufficient number of them to agree 
with the general tenor of their letter. I have made a rough calculation of the 
number of words in the original French edition (Hachette 1966, available 
in Montréal bookstores) and the incriminated Airmont Classic (!) edition, 
and find the original has about 80,000 words whereas the translation has 
only about 50,000. I beg you to protect my students and the general public 
with all the powers at your disposal, and to inform me of your decisions.

Yours very truly,
Darko Suvin
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Professor, Department of English, McGill University
cc. Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, Ottawa

Enclosure:
Dear Sirs,

We recently purchased over one hundred copies of the Ryerson Press 
Airmont classic of From the Earth to the Moon by Jules Verne. As text for 
our third-year English course an extant version was required; this edition 
was selected on the basis of the publishers’ explicit affirmation that it was, 
in fact, complete and unabridged.

We have since found this claim to be false. The translation is a severe 
abridgement of the original. Upon comparing it with a complete French 
edition (that published by the Bibliothèque d’Education et de Récréation, 
J. Hetzel et Cie., Paris), we noticed the omission of a great number of pas-
sages. As examples of vital material excluded from the Ryerson edition 
we cite:

 (a) The discussion of the history of cannon on pages 5–7 of the 
French text.

 (b) The whole of  chapter 5.
 (c) The calculations of Maston on pages 80–82.
 (d) The section dealing with subscriptions, pages 148–55.
 (e) The economic effects of the Columbiad on Tampa Town, pages 

201–05.
 (f) Description and discussion of the completed projectile, pages 

299–302.
 (g) The choice between telescopes and spy-glasses, pages 315–18.

These are representative of obvious and extensive cuts. It should be added 
that throughout the work we noticed numerous missing paragraphs as 
well. Quantitatively, the total suppressed material seems to constitute 
almost half of the original From the Earth to the Moon! … What is per-
haps more alarming is the fact that the missing material comprises many 
of the most vital integral parts of the book.
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We consider the Ryerson edition to be little more than a skeleton 
sketch of the plot of Verne’s novel, and as such totally useless for our pur-
poses. At this date, it is impractical to try to acquire the necessary number 
of copies of a suitable unabridged text; we are thus forced to discontinue 
discussion of Verne’s work. The majority of students can ill-afford this 
waste of time and money.

Yours faithfully,
Class English 344 (50 signatures)
(Instructor: Darko Suvin, McGill University)
______________________________________________
Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs
1441 St. Urbain St., 3rd Floor
Montreal 129, Quebec
May 25, 1970
TO: Prof. Darko Suvin
Department of English
McGill University

Dear Sir,
We wish to thank you for having brought to our attention the problem 

of the abridged edition of Jules Verne’s “De la Terre à la Lune”, Ryerson Press.
We are referring your “dossier” to the Director of our Trade Practices 

Branch, who is interested in this matter and who will determine if it raises 
a question under the provisions of the Combines Investigation Act. For 
your information I am enclosing a copy of section 33D of this Act.

We appreciate the interest of your students and regret the “waste of 
time and money” they have experienced this semester.

Yours sincerely,
N. E. Downing (Miss)
Consumer Consultant
Consumer Service and Information Branch
______________________________________________
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Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs
Canadian Building, 219 Laurier Avenue West
File: TP 1043 Ottawa 4, Ontario
June 1, 1970

TO: Professor Darko Suvin
McGill University

Dear Professor Suvin,
Your letter of May 5, 1970 to Box 99, Department of Consumer and 

Corporate Affairs concerning Ryerson Press Airmont classic of “From 
the Earth to the Moon” by Jules Verne, has been referred to me for reply.

I am enclosing for your information the text of section 33D of the 
Combines Investigation Act which makes it an offense for any one [sic] to 
publish an advertisement containing a statement purporting to be a state-
ment of fact but that is untrue, deceptive, or misleading.

In order that I may consider your complaint in relation to section 33D 
of the Act, I will appreciate it very much if you would let me know if this 
book was advertised in any form, for example, in a brochure, or a catalogue, 
etc., as being complete and unabridged and if so kindly forward a copy of 
such advertisement to us.

I take this opportunity to thank you for your interest in bringing this 
matter to our attention.

Yours very truly,
J.W. Fell for
D.H.W. Henry,
Director of Investigation and Research

Combines Investigation Act
COMBINES INVESTIGATION ACT
R.S.C. 1952 c. 314 (as amended)
MISLEADING ADVERTISING PROVISIONS (in part)

33D (1) Every one who publishes or causes to be published an advertise-
ment containing a statement that purports to be a statement of fact but that 
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is untrue, deceptive or misleading or is intentionally so worded or arranged 
that it is deceptive or misleading, is guilty of an indictable offence and is liable 
to imprisonment for five years, if the advertisement is published

a) to promote, directly or indirectly, the sale or disposal of property or 
any interest therein, or

b) to promote a business or commercial interest.
Every one who publishes or causes to be published in an advertisement 

a statement or guarantee of the performance, efficacy or length of life of any-
thing that is not based upon an adequate and proper test of that thing, the 
proof of which lies upon the accused, is, if the advertisement is published to 
promote, directly or indirectly, the sale or disposal of that thing, guilty of an 
offense punishable on summary conviction.

Subsections (1) and (2) do not apply to a person who publishes an adver-
tisement that he accepts in good faith for publication in the ordinary course 
of his business.

______________________________________________
The above letter reached McGill University while I was on a Summer 

of research in Europe. Upon my return, on September 4, 1970, I replied to 
Mr. Henry that the book was advertised as complete and unabridged on 
its cover, and that this fact can be checked by looking at it in a number of 
Montréal bookstores, for example, the Mansfield Bookstore across from 
McGill University, which is where my class had got it. A long silence fol-
lowed through the whole academic year, which I broke with the following:

TO: Mr. D.H.W. Henry  July 9, 1971
Director of Investigation and Research
Combines Investigation Act
Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs
Canadian Building, 219 Laurier Avenue West
Ottawa 4, Ontario

Dear Mr. Henry
I am writing once again in reply to your letter of June 1, 1970, and 

in reference to my two letters of 1970, concerning the Ryerson Press 
Airmont classic entitled From the Earth to the Moon by Jules Verne. We 
have now been in correspondence for over a year concerning the misleading 
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information under which this book is being sold, and I am astonished not 
to have heard from you about the progress of your investigation to date. 
As I wrote in my letter of September 4, 1970, the statement “complete and 
unabridged” appears on the book itself and this book is available in almost 
any Montreal bookstore.

I would be most pleased to hear your conclusions on this matter, for 
I have promised to inform my class of the results of your investigation. 
Once again, I ask that you protect my students and the general public from 
such misrepresentation.

I trust I will be hearing from you in the near future.

Yours very truly,
Darko Suvin
Department of English
McGill University
______________________________________________
Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs
Canadian Building, 219 Laurier Ave.
Ottawa, Ontario

Re: Our file TP 1043 July 15, 1971

TO: Professor Darko Suvin
Department of English
McGill University

Dear Professor Suvin,
I wish to acknowledge receipt of your letter of July 9, 1971 addressed 

to Mr. D.H.W. Henry, with respect to the Ryerson Press Airmont classic 
edition of “From the Earth to the Moon” by Jules Verne and the descrip-
tion of this edition as “complete and unabridged.”

I want to advise you that this matter is still receiving our attention 
and that no conclusion in this respect has yet been reached.

I am enclosing for your information, a copy of a bulletin outlining 
the misleading advertising provisions and the procedures followed in the 
investigation and prosecution of misleading advertising eases. I advise you 
of the outcome of this matter at the earliest appropriate time.
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Your continued interest in this matter is appreciated.

Yours sincerely,
J.W. Fell

Chief, Misleading Advertising Division,
Trade Practices Branch

The enclosure on “MISLEADING ADVERTISING” (May 1971) said 
in part:

It is the duty of the Director of Investigation and Research to undertake an in-
quiry whenever he has reason to believe that any of the provisions of the Combines 
Investigation Act have been or are about to be violated. Incoming complaints or other in-
formation raising a question under section 33C or 33D are examined by the Misleading 
Advertising Division, and where it appears that commitment of the necessary resources 
is justified, the matter is assigned for investigation. Since the Combines Investigation 
Act is criminal law, each element in a charge laid under it must be proven beyond a 
reasonable doubt. Consequently, a very careful investigation must be undertaken and 
may consume many man-hours.

Staff resources which can be made available to investigate complaints are not unlim-
ited. In order to meet the objectives of bringing about an overall improvement in the 
quality of market information directed to consumers, it will be necessary to concentrate 
in the selection of cases on those which are most likely to contribute to the objectives 
sought by the legislation.

Since mid-1969, when section 33D was introduced into the Combines Investigation Act, 
approximately 4,000 complaints concerning alleged misleading advertising practices 
have been received. Frequently, many of these complaints were directed against the same 
practice. During that period, approximately 150 cases have led to charges under section 
33C and 33D. The majority of completed prosecutions have resulted in convictions.

______________________________________________
Finally, sometime in the Winter semester 1971/72 if I remember 

well, I was visited by a Mr. J.B. Williams, investigator for the Combines 
Investigation Act, who asked me whether I would be willing to come and 
testify at an eventual court action. I replied that I was quite prepared to do 
so. The court action and testimony, however, never materialized. Instead, 
I received the following letter which closed the case:
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Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs
Canadian Building, 219 Laurier Ave. West
Ottawa, Ontario
February 17, 1972

Re: Our File TP 1043
Ryerson Press, Airmont Edition of Jules Verne Book

TO: Professor Darko Suvin
Department of English
McGill University

Dear Professor Suvin,
In reference to my letter of July 15, 1971, you will recall that I under-

took to advise you of the outcome of our investigation into this matter.
In the course of our investigation, we learned that the books in ques-

tion were distributed in Canada by McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited and that 
the book itself was printed in the United States by Airmont Publishing. 
Because of the age of the original work, we have experienced some difficulty 
in establishing with a certainty which of the various “original” versions 
which are available would be considered to be authoritative.

In addition to these problems, we have received a view from the 
Legal Branch of our Department that the Canadian publisher would have 
available to it the defense provided under section 37(3) of the Combines 
Investigation Act. You will note from the enclosed text of section 37 that 
sub-section 3 provides a defense to a person charged under sub-section 1 
or 2 who publish an advertisement accepted in good faith for publication 
in the ordinary course of business. For these reasons, we are closing our 
file on this matter.

I would like to say, however, that when the situation was raised 
with McGraw-Hill Ryerson, the company took immediate action to 
notify Airmont Publishing in the United States and were assured that 
the words “Complete and Unabridged” will be deleted in any further 
printings. We understand that the company is also doing its best to 
notify the public that the edition referred to is not considered to be 
complete and unabridged.
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It seems certain that this incident has served to remind both the 
U.S. and Canadian companies of the requirements of Canadian law in 
this respect.

Yours sincerely,
J. W. Fell
Chief, Misleading Advertising Division
Trade Practices branch
______________________________________________

TO: Mr. J.W. Fell March 5, 1972
Chief, Misleading Advertising Division
Trade Practices Branch
Department of Consumer & Corporate Affairs
219 Laurier West
Ottawa, Ontario

Dear Mr. Fell,
Thank you for your letter of February 17 (your file TP 1043). I am glad 

that your efforts have, if I understand you right, resulted in withdrawing 
the words “complete and unabridged” from the Ryerson Jules Verne trans-
lations. I am surprised that you had difficulties in establishing the original 
version. I am somewhat of a Verne scholar myself, and I am not aware that 
there ever was more than one version in the French – the only possibility of 
alternatives is in the mangled English translations. I therefore cannot quite 
see how paragraph 37(3) would have applied, but that may show only my ig-
norance of legal complexities. I would be grateful if you were to learn of any 
efforts by McGraw-Hill to notify, as you say, the public that their edition is 
not complete – please let me know how I could learn about them too. At any 
rate, on behalf of my class who instituted these proceedings, let me thank 
you for your efforts, even if the result is to my outsider mind only partial.

Yours sincerely,
Darko Suvin
Department of English
McGill University
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Postscript 1973

In retrospect, my feelings about what was achieved are mixed. A  not 
inconsiderable expenditure of time and energy resulted in a warning 
which I have no way of checking as to its effectiveness. I have not seen the 
Airmont Verne edition again (perhaps McGraw-Hill are avoiding distri-
bution in Canada?). Obviously, the only way to fight big corporations is 
to organize into producer groups such as the SFWA and consumer (or 
better “user”) groups. Possibly I should have been less quixotic and turned 
to some such Naderite group first. At any rate, I’d be grateful if anybody 
has seen whether the post-1972 Airmont Verne editions do or do not 
claim to be “complete and unabridged.”

Beyond that, I believe the SFWA Bulletin should herewith solicit other 
reader accounts of similarly false claims by SF publishers – after all, it is 
the (dead or alive) writers’ texts that are being mutilated. If unchallenged, 
such falsification establishes a spurious authenticity of tacit consensus or 
silent majority. Specifically, I suspect that the low opinion about Jules 
Verne in the USA is to a great part due to such mutilated editions. But let 
me give two more examples nearer home to SFWA. First, a number of edi-
tions of Jack London’s The Iron Heel suppress the “preface” by “Anthony 
Meredith,” the future historian who looks backward at the horrors of the 
“Iron Heel” period from his classless-society “vantage point and is essen-
tial for the whole perspective of London’s novel.” For example, the Hill 
& Wa’g 1967 and Bantam 1971 editions “replace” Meredith by new intro-
ductions! Second, the recent undated (ca. 1972?) Lancer Books No. 75–413 
publication of Henry Kuttner’s Fury is advertised on the front cover as 
“First time in paperback” (on the back only as “first American paperback 
edition”). Yet there is a 1956 (Avon) paperback edition of the same text 
with the title Destination Infinity and the subtitle “Original title: Fury.” 
Does a change of title and apparently of nothing else constitute a “first” 
publication, or – on the contrary – a misleading advertisement (it misled 
me into spending 95 cents for it)?

✲✲✲✲✲
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SF Writers, the Great Consensus, and Non-alignment (1973)

It is only fair to assume that any article printed in SFS has in the editors’ 
opinion – even where they disagree with it – some significant redeeming 
aspects. Thus I personally think that Dr. Rottensteiner’s robust polemics 
on Mr. Farmer’s “Riverworld” cycle make a salutary point. But as was said 
in my little dialogue “A, B, and C” in our first issue, the critic should be 
for the creative writer, not against him. Since in this imperfect world very 
few writers are either totally creative or totally non-creative, but various 
shades of in-between, it seems to me that the most fruitful strategy is to 
condemn trashy and unhealthy writings, and very rarely the author. Mr. 
Farmer is after all the writer who extended the closed world of US SF 
thematics with such stories as “Father,” “My Sister’s Brother,” and above 
all “Riders of the Purple Wage,” which even his sternest critic, Stanisław 
Lem, has called “no mean piece of prose” (see Lem’s very significant essay, 
“SF: A Hopeless Case – With Exceptions,” SF Commentary no.  35–37, 
1973). Where Dr.  Rottensteiner talks of “Farmer” therefore, I  take the 
name to mean not the actual citizen of Peoria, but the authorial persona 
that has allowed economic and psychological pressures to turn him from 
“Riders” to the works that Dr. Rottensteiner criticizes, the persona that 
has allowed the ruling system – represented in SF by the publishing cir-
cuit, the fan-voters, and the whole mutual admiration club – to become 
internalized as the norm for such “aligned” or gleichgeschaltet writing. 
In other words, whatever the wishes of an SF writer may be, whatever 
his opinions as a private citizen may be, if his writings portray intelli-
gent beings facing a new world as isolated individuals without significant 
new relationships to other intelligent beings and to the totality of their 
institutions, he is aligned with the powers-that-be. Very little has actu-
ally been changed by the supposedly “dangerous” themes of sex and blas-
phemy that Mr. Farmer has pioneered in US SF, for in their actual use 
within conformist structures these “new” themes appear only as the ob-
verse of the puritanism and agnosticism of the old SF.

In present power circumstances, a writer, as Ms. Le Guin says in 
this issue, can save his soul, whether in the USSR or the USA, only by 
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refusing to become so aligned. The fact that US writers – such as Blish, 
Clement, Delany, Dick, Disch, Knight, Le Guin, Leiber, Miller, Oliver, 
Pohl, Sheckley, Simak, etc. – have to an important extent managed to escape 
such aligning proves that despite the pressures it is a matter of choice. But 
this choice determines the writer’s esthetics as well as his ethics. Most SF 
writers have fooled themselves for far too long that they are a vanguard 
educating the US people (and then all other peoples) for the space age, for 
inner space, or what not. Sadly, the basic ideological pull seems to have 
drawn the other way: the price of success – such as it is – has been the edu-
cators’ becoming educated into a subdivision of the great US consensus 
(see also Chan Davis’s contribution to this issue). So to my mind, writers 
like Mr. Farmer, capable of better work if given better financial support 
and better normative systems, should be regarded with sorrow at least as 
much as with anger: so many wasted opportunities, so much wasted talent! 
If villains need be, the anger should be directed at the writers’ submitting 
to such publicity systems of reinforcement as the Hugo award, rapidly be-
coming the measure of what is immature in SF.

✲✲✲✲✲

SF and Pulp-Paper Publishing Practices (1974)

James Tiptree, Jr.’s first book of stories, Ten Thousand Light Years from 
Home (1973) has received shabby treatment from the publisher, Ace 
Books. We have grown used to most SF being published on inferior 
paper, in bindings that fall apart after some use, and similar. But such 
fossil remnants from the pulp days are today increasingly self-defeating, 
even from the point of view of making a buck (as opposed to a fast buck) 
in what passes for publishing in this capitalist market. With SF becoming 
increasingly interesting to public and university libraries, moderately 
normal care for material publishing standards would surely pay off in the 
long, and even medium, run. This might contribute to emancipating SF 
from not only material but also narrative instant obsolescence, I believe. 
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Be that as it may, Ace on the one hand calls Tiptree in its blurb “one of 
SF’s newest, brightest talents – a collection of worlds of wit and wonder 
demanding only that you be ready for them.” But on the other hand, Ace 
then proceeds to publish the book of their newest and brightest talent 
without either a contents page (the copyrights’ page cannot fulfil that 
function for the reader) or even without beginning each story on a sep-
arate page! Obviously, Ace did not follow its own demand for modest 
readiness, and its disregard for such minimally tolerable publishing 
standards opens between it and the blurb a credibility gap of Nixonian 
proportions:  it treats its readers as people who would not know and/or 
not care where one story ends and the other begins.

It is possible that the smaller SF publishers do not lie on beds of roses 
either. And SFS would like to receive from our readers – writers, publishers, 
or whomever – facts, figures, and interpretations of the economics of SF 
production and consumption. But whatever the reasons, there is no excuse 
for the procedure in the Tiptree case (and who knows how many similar 
cases?). How can SF aspire to being respected if it does not respect itself?

✲✲✲✲✲

On Tony Wolk in SFS #8: Does Criticism Have 
Premises? (1976)

Note 2020: The original below speaks of “three contributions,” but I have judged only 
this first one worthy of reprint.

I wish to register my dissent from the position taken in three contribu-
tions to SFS #8, and it may even be my duty as editor of the Le Guin issue 
(SFS #7) to do so. My friend Tony Wolk seems to me to have – after his 
praises for the issue, which I certainly won’t object to – bogged down in a 
bad though widespread logical fallacy, namely that there exists criticism 
(or indeed any coherent writing or talking, including fiction) without 
premises and presuppositions. (One of the most repetitious defenders of 
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this fallacy is Jack Williamson, who equates criticism with haphazard 
impressionist ramblings, and any explicit critical positions with “socio-
logical criticism” – see his latest interview in Luna Monthly #62.) From 
that premise or presupposition of his own, Professor Wolk proceeds to 
lament the philosophical and political premises of some contributions 
in the Le Guin issue, primarily my own. However, even if zero-premise 
criticism were desirable in an angelically perfect (and I would imagine 
also an angelically passionless and dull) contemplation of our sublunary 
affairs, it is  – alas  – not possible:  at least not to us sinful people im-
mersed in the class, ethnic, gender, etc., alienations of our globe and 
our times. For example, Professor Wolk’s own premise is not only that 
a critic can make a tabula rasa of all his past experiences and suspend all 
his beliefs when encountering a new text, but also that a text exists in a 
vacuum. Now on the very basic semantic level of word meanings this is 
not so. For example, the expression “the dispossessed” (as several con-
tributors, including myself, tried briefly to show) could be the subject of 
a long essay in historical changes of meaning: possession meant some-
thing specific in Medieval times (both demonic possession and filthy 
lucre being roughly equivalent), something else in the early capitalist 
accumulation of More’s and Shakespeare’s time, something else again 
after Dostoevsky, Freud, Hitler, etc. These are not outside criteria: they 
are intrinsic to the text itself. No critic can even understand what he is 
reading if he does not have an ear for such historical semantics, which are 
simply a linguistic sediment of historical relationships between a great 
number (between classes) of people. Thus, if you simply take the Oxford 
English Dictionary and go to work on any dozen lines of a text, you will 
(as Empson has amply demonstrated in Seven Types of Ambiguity) easily 
be able to come up with several dozen pages explaining the possible per-
mutations of meaning that arise from the historical possibilities inherent 
in the, say, one hundred words in those dozen lines (not to mention the 
pauses and intonations marked by interpunction, which allow totally 
different keys for the readings of ostensibly the same meanings – ironic 
vs. serious, etc.). For a novel of 60,000 words – but even for a sonnet! – 
this either reduces the critic to gibbering incoherence (not invisible in 
a few critics I could name) or forces him/her to strictly select among all 
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the theoretically possible combinations of meanings educible from the 
OED. The same process is then repeated several times on different levels 
of narrative organization – sentence, paragraph, part of chapter, chapter, 
etc. Now there is no selection without criteria for selection – those can 
merely be explicitly clear or implicitly semi-clear to the critic, and of 
course more or less valid or pertinent. The criteria depend on the critic’s 
previous cognitive experiences, crystallized in his approach and attitude. 
Thus, there is no critic without an approach (or approaches) and an atti-
tude (or attitudes). Q.E.D.

For example, again, Tony Wolk’s approach dates roughly from John 
Locke in philosophy and (O odious word) politics, from the Romantic 
idea of “genius” in culture and literature, etc. In the eighteenth and 
early nineteenth century this was a helpful liberal and positivist defense 
against the outworn orthodoxies of a Boileau or Dr. Johnson plugging 
ahistorical “eternal” rules of how to write art. But Aristotle or Thomas 
of Aquinas would not have understood what Mr. Wolk means by “the 
critic imposing limits, boundaries upon the artist,” nor would too many 
major critics after positivism – except those committed to making an 
imaginary lone and “free” individual the final atom, building brick, and 
touchstone of the physical and social universe. Thus, Wolk is pleading 
for an approach which can fairly – and without swearwords or slogan-
eering – be called romantic, positivist, liberal, or individualistic. That is, 
of course, his right. It is however to my mind not helpful to couch such 
a plea in the usual liberal rhetorics of “freedom for the artist” as against 
the “restrictions by the critics.” Aristotle, Thomas of Aquinas or, say, 
Bertolt Brecht – fairly strong personalities each – would answer that 
the freedom of the artist lies in the unrepeatable personal creation of 
an artistic work that reveals the necessities or the inner logic of Nature, 
God’s Creation, or Collective Human History-Making and History-
Suffering (you take your pick – as a Marxist, I pick the third). The critic 
can, therefore, only correctly or more or less incorrectly identify how 
and what a work of art, in its own inimitable way, tells the readers that 
is of common import to each and all of them – that is, what it tells us 
all about the actualities and possibilities of human relationships, in 
whatever playful way the artist has fashioned for our delight while and 
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in order that we envisage those new relationships. In other words, the 
critic’s responsibility is not only to the author but also to the present 
and future reader.

Specifically, through a long detour which I have tried to explain 
in a number of lengthy essays and will no doubt be explaining further 
in the future, this means two things. First, not that “SF is more viable 
than fantasy,” but that the highest reaches of SF can accommodate richer 
views of human relationships than the highest reaches of the Fantasy 
genre (and we are dealing with both in Le Guin’s case) – and I think 
that this is clear in the juxtapositions of The Earthsea Trilogy, and, say, 
The Dispossessed, and in the contamination of the two genres in The 
Lathe of Heaven. Second, not that “those works are best which most 
closely approach political anarchy [anarchism?]” – I am myself not an 
anarchist, nor is as far as I know any other contributor to SFS #7, nor 
do I remember anybody arguing exactly that way – but that the inner 
logic of Le Guin’s creation has from her very first efforts been leading to 
The Dispossessed (or at least so has one of the two major tendencies in Le 
Guin’s creation, the other being – to affix a hasty term to it – the intro-
vert Fantasy tendency, which collaborators to a journal called Science-
Fiction Studies have logically somewhat slighted). It seems to me quite 
inevitable, as T.S. Eliot argued in “Tradition and the Individual Talent,” 
that each new work in a sequence – such as the opus of an author – 
retroactively modifies that whole sequence. Of course, Tony Wolk is 
right in saying that primitive teleology (an early work is important only 
insofar as it leads to a better and later one) does not always work, and 
insofar as any of us in the compression of an article with limited time 
and space hastily said so, his is a welcome corrective: for clearly, in a 
certain sense all the works written also exist simultaneously while he 
simultaneously thinks of them. And it is equally true that arguments 
to the effect that Le Guin’s whole creative evolution has no logic to it 
would – unless they were particularly brilliant – tend to get slighted in 
a special issue devoted to her. But all this does not necessarily amount 
to a political straitjacket – at any rate not more so than the evolution 
which Le Guin herself “imposed” on her work.


